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Introduction
You’ve likely read my posts about being fat-adapted or metabolically efficient, but may not
understand what this means. What follows is a brief introduction to the concept with some
information about why you may want to consider becoming more efficient at burning fat.
This is a topic that I have become very passionate about. For more than a decade I have been
competing in endurance sports, I have always sought a magical carbohydrate formula that
would fuel my performance without gastrointestinal distress (gas, bloating, diarrhea…). If you
are familiar with endurance sports, you know that I am not alone. Gastrointestinal (GI)
distress is a common topic for discussion among athletes. The fact is that there is no magical
carbohydrate. Every form of carbohydrate has issues when eaten in excess. This makes it
challenging to apply the traditional carbohydrate-based sports nutrition approach in an
endurance event, such as a marathon, ultra marathon or iron-distance triathlon. So what is
the alternative? I had a great opportunity to explore and research alternatives, as I chose this
topic for my thesis research project.

Background
Our bodies have a few different ways to generate energy or ATP via the aerobic (with oxygen)
or anaerobic (without oxygen) energy systems. Glucose is the primary energy source when the
body is in an anaerobic state, typically during higher intensity exercise. The aerobic system
produces ATP via the Krebs cycle and can use glucose, fat and some protein. Protein is not an
efficient source so most of the energy comes from glucose converted from carbohydrates and
free fatty acids from the diet and stored triglycerides. During exercise, intensity mainly
determines what fuel source the body can use. The crossover concept, which has been around
since the 1930s, describes the relationship between intensity and energy substrate. The chart
below shows the result from a personal test analyzing the use of fat versus carbohydrate at
different intensities, based on heart rate. As you can see, the subject burns more fat at a
lower intensity. The crossover point is the point at which carbohydrate becomes the primary
fuel source.
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As I researched more on the energy systems and the crossover concept, I considered the
overall concept of endurance training. The goal of aerobic training is to keep the body in a fat
burning state during exercise. Meanwhile, traditional sports nutrition tells us to constantly
consume carbohydrates while we exercise. I questioned why we are training our body to burn
fat, while feeding it carbohydrates. This led me to consider how we can help the body to
more efficiently burn fat with dietary changes, resulting in less need to eat carbohydrates
during exercising or at rest. As the need decreases for carbohydrate digestion during exercise,
the risk for GI distress also decreases.

Challenges with Digestion Leading to GI Distress
If you are an athlete and follow traditional sports nutrition philosophies, you are likely
consuming 50-90 grams of carbohydrate per hour before, during and after training and racing.
The challenge with this approach is that during exercise, digestion is compromised. Our
sympathetic nervous system, which is our fight or flight system, dominates. This is a good
thing, as this allows us to run faster and jump higher; however, the parasympathetic nervous
system, which helps us to rest and digest, is suppressed. This reduces blood flow to the GI
tract, decreases intestinal motility and reduces gastric emptying, which means that food is
digested much more slowly. Digestion is further compromised with heat and dehydration. If
an athlete continues to eat carbohydrates that are not getting fully digested, fermentation in
the gut can occur, which leads to gas and bloating. In addition, intestinal secretions increase
with the pounding effect of running, which can lead to diarrhea.
So how can an athlete fuel exercise when digestion is compromised? He or she can train the
body to become more efficient at using its own energy stores.

Benefits of Fat as Fuel Versus Carbohydrate
Our body has two main sources of stored energy: glycogen (glucose/carbohydrate) and fat.
Even the leanest athlete is carrying around hours of energy in body fat. Let’s compare
glycogen (carbohydrate) stores to fat stores on a lean, 120 pound female athlete, with 15%
body fat (see table below). Assuming she’s fully glycogen loaded, she has less than 2 hours of
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energy available in her muscle and liver glycogen stores. Alternatively, she has more than 66
hours of energy available in her body fat. Most people would consider this athlete to be lean,
but she has more than enough body fat to fuel a marathon or an Ironman triathlon.

Liver Glycogen
Muscle Glycogen
Fat

Mass
(kilograms)
.10
.40
8.18

Energy Available
(kcalories)
400
1,600
76,000

Exercise Time
(minutes)
21
84
4,000

Almost unlimited availability is an obvious advantage to using fat for fuel. In addition to its
abundance in the body, burning fat has other advantages that apply to elite athletes,
recreational athletes, weekend warriors and people who hate to exercise.












Burning fat minimizes blood sugar fluctuations and improves brain function. This leads
to steady energy during training and throughout the day. This means less of the
dreaded afternoon crash or sugar cravings. For an athlete, this also means less risk of
bonking.
Research has shown that a reduced intake of refined carbohydrates leads to lower
levels of inflammation. Inflammation has been shown to contribute to major illnesses,
such as obesity, diabetes and cardiovascular disease. In addition, athletes naturally
induce considerable inflammation from endurance exercise so dietary changes that
combat this will help improve recovery and minimize the risk of injury.
High carbohydrate diets contribute to weight gain and insulin resistance, which is a
precursor to diabetes. When we eat carbohydrates, insulin is secreted to allow glucose
to enter the cells for energy generation. Because of this, insulin is critical to our
survival; however, insulin is a fat storage hormone and too much insulin leads to
excess body fat, particularly in the abdomen. How many endurance athletes do you
know that train for many hours each week, but are still struggling to lose those last 5
to 10 pounds?
Carbohydrates, particularly fructose found in high fructose corn syrup and many sports
nutrition products, are processed in the liver. This creates extra work for the liver,
which is already one of the hardest working organs in the body. Once converted to
triglycerides, carbohydrates are easily stored in fat cells. Carbohydrates have only two
functions in the body: convert to energy or store as fat.
Carbohydrates increase free radical damage. Free radicals start a chain reaction of
damage to our cells, particularly our mitochondria, which generate most of our
aerobic energy. In addition, when carbohydrates meet protein in our bloodstream,
they create AGEs or advanced glycation end products. AGEs change the fibers in
collagen, which can lead to skin wrinkling and joint degradation. AGEs also increase
the risk of cardiovascular disease.
Excessive sugar intake reduces immune function. High sugar intake, along with lower
fiber intake, disrupts the balance of healthy and harmful bacteria in our GI tract.
Additionally, sugar and vitamin C use the same receptors to enter our cells, the GLUT-
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1 receptors. Because blood glucose levels must be monitored closely, glucose will
always gain entry before vitamin C.
Burning stored fat spares stored glycogen. It’s true that some glucose is needed for fat
burning. Having glycogen available for a longer period of time reduces the need for
taking in carbohydrates during exercise. Some like to say that fat burns in a
carbohydrate flame, but think of carbohydrates as kindling and fat as the log on a fire.
You need to constantly replenish kindling but one log burns much longer.

Fat Adapted Fueling Nutrition
As I mentioned previously, aerobic training does help the body to become more efficient at
burning fat, but most of the adaptation happens within the muscles. The mitochondria in the
muscles become more efficient at burning fat stored within the muscles (intramuscular
triglycerides). This makes the body about 25% more efficient at burning fat. Most of the fat is
stored in adipose tissue. This fat must be mobilized and transported into muscle cells for
energy conversion. When a person constantly fuels the body with carbohydrates, the body is
less able to teach the body to burn stored fat. Contrary to what we have been told since the
late 1970s, we need to eat fat to burn fat. The body is very smart and, when given more fat
in the daily diet, it will make adjustments. The body will produce more of the enzymes that
regulate the break down triglycerides stored in adipose tissue and carrier proteins that
transport free fatty acids to the mitochondria inside the muscle cells.
I am not advocating little or no carbohydrates in the diet. Carbohydrates are an essential
energy source to the body. We simply need to think about the type and amount of
carbohydrates we are eating. Many people only view bread, pasta and grains as
carbohydrates, but vegetables and fruits are also carbohydrates. Vegetables and fruits
provide high levels of vitamins, minerals, antioxidants, fiber and should become the main
source of carbohydrate fuel. Carbohydrates that do not have all the beneficial nutrients and
fiber, such as sweets, breads, pasta and some refined grains are what I like to call “carbage.”
They spike insulin, put the body into a fat storage mode and leave you hungry in an hour or
two.
Along with healthy carbohydrates and a moderate protein intake, healthy fats should make up
the bulk of the diet. Some of my favorite healthy fats are coconut oil, avocados, olive oil,
wild-caught fish and pasture butter.
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Please keep in mind that the optimal macronutrient ratios between fat, carbohydrate and
protein will differ for everyone. In addition, the optimal ratio will change from day to day,
depending on health status, exercise volume and intensity. In a healthy person, the protein
level typically remains the same, but the fat and carbohydrate intake should vary. Like a
seesaw, the fat and carbohydrate can move up and down, depending on daily needs, but the
protein intake remains fairly constant.
Carbohydrate
Fat
Protein
Protein

If you would like to see what I eat in the week leading up to a race, please see my taper
nutrition blog post.
Fat Adapted Fueling is a useful tool for everyone, whether you exercise or not. Anyone can
benefit from adopting changes in the diet that improve the ability to burn fat. Our country is
plagued with obesity, diabetes and cardiovascular disease. Removing refined carbohydrates
and adding healthy fats to the diet can help with all of these conditions.
I have personally seen the benefits of becoming fat-adapted using the Fat Adapted Fueling
approach. I have had personal records in races of all distances from sprint to iron distance
triathlons. I’ve experienced no bonk during or after the races and had no gas, bloating or
other GI issues. There have also been positive benefits outside of training. My energy is much
more consistent throughout the day and my body composition has improved. I have also seen
amazing results with clients that I consult, such as weight loss and reduced dependence on
carbohydrate sports nutrition products.
Do you want to lose some of your extra body fat? Do you want to feel more energetic the
longer you work out? Do you want to minimize GI distress during endurance races? Do you
want to have stable energy throughout the day? Even if you are a high carbohydrate burner
today, you can make nutrition and exercise changes that will start to improve your ability to
burn fat. You will become more efficient at fat burning the longer you use the Fat Adapted
Fueling approach, but you can feel improvements in just a few weeks. Fat Adapted Fueling
can help you achieve your athletic performance goals or help you simply lose a few pounds of
body fat. Please contact us for more information. We can help by creating a specific plan that
is as unique as you are.
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